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CircRNAFisher: a systematic computational approach
for de novo circular RNA identification
Guo-yi Jia1,2, Duo-lin Wang3, Meng-zhu Xue2, Yu-wei Liu2, Yu-chen Pei2, Ying-qun Yang2,4, Jing-mei Xu2,4, Yan-chun Liang3 and
Peng Wang2,4

Circular RNAs (circRNAs) are emerging species of mRNA splicing products with largely unknown functions. Although several
computational pipelines for circRNA identification have been developed, these methods strictly rely on uniquely mapped reads
overlapping back-splice junctions (BSJs) and lack approaches to model the statistical significance of the identified circRNAs. Here,
we reported a systematic computational approach to identify circRNAs by simultaneously utilizing BSJ overlapping reads and
discordant BSJ spanning reads to identify circRNAs. Moreover, we developed a novel procedure to estimate the P-values of the
identified circRNAs. A computational cross-validation and experimental validations demonstrated that our method performed
favorably compared to existing circRNA detection tools. We created a standalone tool, CircRNAFisher, to implement the method,
which might be valuable to computational and experimental scientists studying circRNAs.
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INTRODUCTION
Circular RNAs (circRNAs) are unorthodox RNA species produced by
exon circularization during alternative splicing. Although earlier
studies report circRNAs in viroids [1–3] and in animals [4–7],
circRNAs have only gained mainstream acceptance recently,
largely due to the accumulation of high-throughput sequencing
data and computational approaches that uncovered the ubiqui-
tous existence of circRNAs [8–12]. Although the biological
functions of the vast majority of circRNAs remain unknown,
circRNAs demonstrate a strong correlation with the risk of human
diseases, [13] suggesting that circRNAs may not be mere
transcriptional noise but may play essential roles in biological
processes and may represent novel therapeutic opportunities.
A premise to understand the function of circRNAs is their

thorough and robust identification. Memczak et al. [10]
identified circRNAs by splitting single reads into two fragments
and demanding that the mapped fragments be aligned in a
reverse orientation. Gao et al developed a comprehensive
computational tool, CIRI, for circRNA identification [14, 15].
CIRI employed a paired chiastic clipping (PCC) signal
detection followed by systematic filtering to remove false
positives. Instead of mapping reads to the entire human
genome, several methods attempted to identify circRNAs by
mapping the reads to a list of scrambled exon–exon candidate
junctions [9, 16, 17]. Finally, computational and experimental
approaches, such as RNase R digestion, have been combined
to identify circRNAs [11, 18–20]. Current approaches for
circRNA identification are summarized in recent reviews

[21, 22]. A limitation of the existing methods is that only reads
uniquely mapped to back-splice junctions (BSJs) are used in
circRNA detection. Moreover, the current methods do not
provide statistical significance for the identified circRNAs. These
key issues remain to be resolved to enable the thorough and
robust detection of circRNAs.
Here, we present a systematic computational pipeline, CircRNA-

Fisher, for de novo genome-wide circRNA identification and
annotation. CircRNAFisher combines BSJ searching with a series of
statistical filters to detect candidate circRNAs. CircRNAFisher
also provides a formal method to estimate the P-values of the
identified circRNAs by combining BSJ overlapping reads with
discordant BSJ spanning reads. We analyzed the performance of
CircRNAFisher by computation analyses and experimental valida-
tions. The results confirmed that CircRNAFisher performed
favorably compared to existing methods and identified novel
circRNAs with high confidence. CircRNAFisher was developed
into an open source tool, which is valuable for the study of
circRNAs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
RNA-Seq data
RNA-Seq data for two cancer cell lines (A549 and MCF7) and one
normal skin fibroblast cell line (BJ) were downloaded from the
ENCODE project [23]. The reference genome (human hg19) and
reference transcripts (UCSC known genes) were downloaded from
the UCSC genome browser website [24].
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Cell culture
A549 cells and HeLa cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Corning, MA, USA) supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco, Australia).

RNA isolation and reverse transcription PCR
Total RNA was isolated from the cells using the TRIzol reagent
(TaKaRa, Kusatsu, Japan). Reverse transcription was performed
using the PrimeScriptTM RT Reagent Kit (TaKaRa, Kusatsu, Japan)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Considering the unique circular structure of circRNAs, we

designed corresponding divergent primers and negative control
primers as described previously [10]. Briefly, the divergent primers
for the circRNAs were designed to amplify a target sequence,
with a length of ~150–200 bp, by joining the 100 nt sequence
from the 3′ end to the 100 nt sequence at the 5′ end. The primers
for the negative controls were designed from the 5′ end to the
3′ end, did not span the junction and did not amply the target
200 bp circRNA sequences. The primer sequences are shown in

Supplementary Tables S1 and S2. These primers were synthesized
by the GENEray Biotechnology Company (Shanghai, China).

Circular back splicing junction determination
To determine the exact positions of BSJs supported by the reads
spanning them, pairs of anchors were generated by extracting the
k-mers (default k= 20) from both ends of the unmapped reads.
These k-mers were then aligned separately by Bowtie2 [25] to find
anchor pairs that align in a circular way. The alignment process
allows no more than three mismatches and no gaps by default.
After aligning the anchor pairs, an extension process followed,
in which the aligned anchor pairs were extended against the
reference sequences until the complete read was aligned. This
strategy was similar to Memczak’s [10] method but with important
improvements (Fig. 1). First, in addition to the BSJ overlapping
reads (Fig. 2a), we also included discordant BSJ spanning reads,
and these reads enclosed but did not overlap the BSJs (Fig. 2b).
The BSJ overlapping reads were used to determine the exact
BSJ positions, and the BSJ spanning reads helped to estimate the

Fig. 1 Overview of the CircRNAFisher pipeline

Fig. 2 Types of read supporting circRNAs. a BSJ overlapping reads. b Discordant BSJ spanning reads. The paired reads enclose the back-splice
junction, but their alignments are in reverse orientation
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significance of the putative circRNA. Second, we considered the
linear junctions caused by the introns during linear splicing, and
the reads mapped to the linear splicing junctions were removed.
Finally, we designed a scoring strategy to determine the precise
positions of the BSJs considering both the non-uniquely mapped
reads and the paired-end reads (Supplementary Material).

Filtering by mapping quality
To address the non-unique mapping problem and further reduce
the false discovery rate (FDR) of the circRNA identification,
CircRNAFisher assigned a mapping quality score to each read-
circRNA alignment, and circRNAs with inferior mapping quality
scores were discarded. For a read pair (read1, read2) that supports
a circular BSJ, all the reasonable combinations of their alignments
(circular alignments and linear alignments) were considered. For
a particular alignment i, SUM_BASE_Q(i) was defined as the sum
of the base quality scores at the mismatched bases from each
read’s alignment of that read pair. Then, the mapping quality
score for the read-circRNA alignment k was defined as:

Mapping quality score ¼ � log10ð1�
10�SUM BASE QðkÞ=10

P

i
10�SUM BASE QðiÞ=10Þ

For a particular circRNA, we calculated its mean mapping
quality score by averaging all the corresponding mapping quality
scores. We use 10 as the averaged mapping quality score
threshold by default, and circRNAs below this threshold were
discarded.

Estimating expression significance
To obtain P-values quantifying the expression significance of
the circRNAs, we combined the BSJ overlapping reads with the
discordant BSJ spanning reads and evaluated the enrichment
of such a combination within a small window compared to the
background distribution. The putative BSJ overlapping reads
and the discordant BSJ spanning reads formed paired peaks
spanning the putative BSJs (Supplementary Figure S2), the
height of which was directly proportional to the expression
level of corresponding circRNAs. Inspired by John et al’s work
[26], we gauged the enrichment of the BSJ overlapping reads
and the discordant BSJ spanning reads in a 500 bp window
(250 bp at each end of BSJ) over a binomial background
distribution. We supposed that n observed reads were mapped
to the small window and N total reads were mapped to the
corresponding chromosome, which was considered the back-
ground window (N ≥ n). Each read in the background window
was considered as an ‘experiment’, and reads that fell within
the small window were considered a “success”. Assuming that
the reads were randomly distributed along the background
window, the probability of a “success” was therefore p= 500/
(length of background window). According to the binomial

distribution, the expected number of reads falling within the
smaller window is μ= Np, and the standard deviation of this
expected value is σ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Npð1� pÞp
. We then used this model to

calculate the P-value for each pair of peaks and corrected for
multiple testing using the Bonferroni correction procedure.

RNA lariat filtering
An RNA lariat is another circle product created during RNA
splicing. It contains intronic sequences and a 2′–5′ phosphodiester
linkage at the branch point [27]. To lower the risk of identifying
lariats as exonic circRNAs, we discarded candidate circRNAs for
which >80% of the supporting reads have mismatches around
branch point or located in the introns. This procedure is optional
in the pipeline. It can be left out when users want to detect both
intronic and exonic circRNAs.

RESULTS
Overview of the CircRNAFisher pipeline
CircRNAFisher consists of two main phases: (1) identification of
candidate BSJ reads and (2) filtering the candidate circRNAs
through a series of statistical filters (Fig. 1). CircRNAFisher starts
by discarding the reads that are entirely and contiguously aligned
to the reference genome or transcriptomes (e.g., hg19 or UCSC
known genes) and retains the candidate circRNA reads (referred
to as unmapped reads) for downstream analyses. The BSJs
supported by the unmapped reads are then determined by a
custom realignment and filtering process (Materials and methods).
After the candidate BSJs were found during the first phase,
two statistical filters were employed to reduce the FDR of the
identified circRNAs. Table 1 displays some essential elements of
the circRNAs determined by CircRNAFisher, including the positions
of the circRNAs on the genome, the number of BSJ-overlapping
reads and discordant BSJ-spanning reads, and the inferred internal
structure of the predicted circRNAs according to the UCSC
annotated transcripts.

CircRNAFisher identifies circRNAs at a prescribed expression
significant level
A unique feature of CircRNAFisher is to assign P-values to the
identified circRNAs, which allows users to control the number of
identified circRNAs at a prescribed expression significance level.
The number of identified circRNAs under different P-value
thresholds using A549 cell line data is shown in Fig. 3a, which
shows that the P-value has a significant impact on the number of
identified circRNAs. To gain a better understanding of the impact
of the sequencing depth on the identification of circRNAs, we
simulated a series of RNA-seq libraries by downsampling the A549
cell line data. We then identified circRNAs from these simulated
libraries using CircRNAFisher (Fig. 3b). As expected, CircRNAFisher
identified more circRNAs as the library size increased. Importantly,
the number of identified circRNAs reached a plateau at ~100

Table 1. Example of the circRNAs identified by CircRNAFisher

Position J-read D-read P-value Gid Bk Exon starts Exon ends Gsym

chr1, 1735857, 1737977 169 94 0 uc001aif.3 2 1735857, 1737913 1736020, 1737977 GNB1

chr16, 31102095, 31102663 78 26 0 uc002eas.3 1 31102095 31102663 CDR1

chr9, 100780570, 100788733 63 0 0 None

Position positions of the predicted circular splice-sites in the genome, J-read number of BSJ overlapping reads of the predicted circRNA, D-read number of
discordant BSJ spanning reads of the predicted circRNA, P-value estimated P-values of the predicted circRNA, Gid inferred UCSC gene ids for each circRNA, BK
number of consistent boundaries between the predicted circRNA and the known exon annotations (0, 1, or 2), Exon starts inferred exon starts of the predicted
circRNA, Exon ends inferred exon ends of the predicted circRNA, Gsym inferred UCSC gene symbols for each circRNA. If there were no overlapping known
genes, the Gid was set as “None” and the following columns were left empty
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million reads for all the tested P-value cutoffs, suggesting that the
sequencing depth has a limited impact on circRNA identification
beyond 100 million reads.

CircRNAFisher effectively detects circRNAs in A549, MCF7, and BJ
cell lines
We next utilized CircRNAFisher to identify circRNAs using three
published RNA-seq datasets (A549, MCF7, and BJ cell lines).
Previous studies identified circRNAs using these data sets, which
allowed us to systematically compare the performance of
CircRNAFisher with existing methods. CircRNAFisher identified
3676 candidate circRNAs in the A549, 670 in MCF7 cells and
3026 in the BJ cell lines (Fig. 4a). Although each pair of cell line
demonstrated significant overlap (415 between A547 and MCF7,
1488 between A549 and BJ, and 376 between MCF7 and BJ),
the three cell lines only shared 330 circRNAs, which represented
6.10% of all the identified circRNAs (5423) in the three cell lines.
This result confirmed previous reports that circRNAs are regulated
in a cell-type specific manner [28]. To gain further insight into
the robustness of the identified circRNAs, we compared the
CircRNAFisher results with previously reported circRNAs in the
same three cell lines. Among the 5423 distinct circRNAs identified
by CircRNAFisher in the three cell lines, approximately 61% were
also be reported by other studies (Fig. 4b), including Jeck et al.
[11], Salzman et al. [9], and Memczak et al. [10] Moreover, among

the 5423 distinct circRNAs identified by CircRNAFisher, 4182 had
consistent exon boundaries according to the UCSC annotation,
and only 1241 had unannotated exon boundaries. Interestingly,
CircRNAFisher did not identify 604 high confidence circRNAs,
which were previously reported by two or more different
methods. To explore the possible mechanisms, we realigned
the initial unmapped reads to the BSJs of the 604 circRNAs and
found that there were ~18% BSJs not supported by any reads,
suggesting that these are unlikely to be true circRNAs. Taken
together, these results suggest that CircRNAFisher is a robust
method for circRNA identification.

Discordant BSJ spanning reads improve circRNA detection
A key feature of CircRNAFisher is to utilize the discordant BSJ
spanning reads for circRNA identification (Fig. 2). To gain a better
understanding of the relationship between the BSJ overlapping
reads and the BSJ spanning reads, we compared the number of
reads in each type for the 3676 circRNAs identified in A549 cell
line. For each detected circRNA, we plotted the number of BSJ
overlapping reads vs. the number of discordant BSJ spanning
reads (Fig. 5a). The two types of reads demonstrated a highly
significant Pearson correlation coefficient (0.6055, P-value < 2.2e
−16), indicating that the number of BSJ overlapping reads and
discordant BSJ spanning reads were highly correlated. These data
suggest that including discordant BSJ spanning reads substantially

Fig. 4 CircRNAs identified by CircRNAFisher. a The number of circRNAs identified by CircRNAFisher in the A549, MCF7, and BJ cell lines.
b Comparison of the circRNAs identified by CircRNAFisher with previously reported circRNAs

Fig. 3 Identification of circRNAs at a prescribed expression significant level. a The number of identified circRNAs at different P-value levels.
The x-axis represents the multi-testing corrected P-value, and the y-axis represents the number of identified circRNAs. The vertical dashed line
represents the default P-value cut-off (0.01). b CircRNA coverage vs. different sequencing depth at different P-value conditions. The x-axis in
millions represents the sequencing depth simulated by selecting the reads randomly. The y-axis is the number of the identified circRNAs
under different sequencing depths and different P-value conditions. The horizontal dashed lines show the coverage of the detected circRNAs
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increases the number of reads contributing to the detection of
circRNAs; this increase may lead to the improved detection of
circRNAs. To test this idea, we compared CircRNAFisher’s
performance with or without the discordant BSJ spanning reads
using the A549 RNAseq data (Fig. 5b). CircRNAFisher reported
2911 circRNAs when only considering the BSJ overlapping reads,
which was significantly lower than the number of circRNAs
identified using both the BSJ overlapping reads and the BSJ
spanning reads (3676). This result clearly demonstrated the
advantage of utilizing the discordant BSJ spanning reads and
suggested that CircRNAFisher might command improved sensi-
tivity and specificity compared to methods only using the BSJ
overlapping reads for circRNA detection.

Performance comparison with the existing methods
To further evaluate CircRNAFisher, we compared its performance
with two publically available tools, CIRI and find_circ. We first
generated simulation datasets with different coverages of the
circular transcripts using CIRI-simulator, which is part of the CIRI
program. We then applied each of the tested programs to predict
the circRNAs using the simulated datasets. The FDR and sensitivity
for the three methods are shown in Table 2. Compared with
CIRI, CircRNAFisher demonstrated improved FDR and comparable
sensitivity. Furthermore, CircRNAFisher demonstrated improved
sensitivity and comparable FDR when compared with find_circ.
Interestingly, CircRNAFisher demonstrated a significant improve-
ment in sensitivity using data with low coverage, suggesting that
CircRNAFisher excelled in circRNA detection when only limited
sequencing data was available.
Next, we compared CIRI and CircRNAFisher using a HeLa dataset

treated with RNase R (SRR1636985), which was used to evaluate

CIRI. CircRNAFisher and CIRI detected 2727 and 3551 candidate
circRNAs, respectively, with a large fraction (2375) in common
(Fig. 6a). Interestingly, CircRNAFisher detected fewer circRNAs
than CIRI in both the RNase R positive and RNase R negative
samples, suggesting that CircRNAFisher was more conservative
in calling candidate circRNAs (Fig. 6b). We further compared
the three methods using an A549 RNA-seq dataset from the
ENCODE database. CircRNAFisher detected the vast majority of
the circRNAs reported by CIRI and find_circ (Fig. 6c). Moreover,
CircRNAFisher reported a large number of candidate circRNAs that
were found by neither CIRI nor find_circ, suggesting that
CircRNAFisher was much more sensitive. CircRNAFisher identified
more circRNAs using the ENCODE dataset compared to the
HeLa dataset, which was expected considering that the ENCODE
dataset has more reads than the HeLa dataset (89 848 834 reads
vs. 35 685 310), and consequently more BSJ overlapping reads
(147 499 vs. 19 139).
To further verify the candidate circRNAs predicted by the three

algorithms, we performed PCR assays, which is the gold standard
for circRNAs verification, in the HeLa cells and A549 cells. To gain
a systematic evaluation, we first ranked candidate circRNAs by
their prediction scores. For CircRNAFisher and CIRI, both the
A549 and HeLa datasets were used. The candidate circRNAs
were then divided into 5 levels according to their ranks,
and one representative circRNA was randomly selected from
each level for experimental validation, resulting in 10 circRNA
for both algorithms. For the candidates from the find_circ
algorithm, we divided the candidates in the A549 dataset into
10 classes and randomly selected 1 candidate in each class. In
summary, 10 random candidate circRNAs were selected for
each algorithm for the PCR validations (Table 3). The validation

Fig. 5 The relationship between the BSJ overlapping reads and the discordant BSJ spanning reads. a Log–log plot showing the correlation of
the number of BSJ overlapping reads with the number of discordant BSJ spanning reads for circRNAs identified in the A549 cells. b Bar chart
showing the number of circRNAs detected with or without the discordant BSJ spanning reads

Table 2. Comparing CircRNAFisher with other methods using simulated data

Method FDR (%) Sensitivity (%)

3-fold 4-fold 6-fold 7-fold 8-fold 9-fold 10-fold 3-fold 4-fold 6-fold 7-fold 8-fold 9-fold 10-fold

CircRNAFisher 0.26 0.23 0.09 0.21 0.12 0.13 0.40 57.00 67.34 40.33 44.28 44.89 77.56 77.57

CIRI 4.85 3.8 4.1 4.43 4.46 4.04 4.02 49.57 66.03 43.37 45.40 46.17 90.14 91.07

find_circ 0 0 0.07 0.12 0.11 0.10 0 23.21 35.39 27.57 30.14 32.14 66.34 69.31
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results (Fig. 7, Supplementary Figure S3) demonstrated that
the vast majority of the randomly selected targets were verified
(8 out of 10 for CIRI and find_circ and 9 out of 10 for
CircRNAFisher). Importantly, CircRNAFisher demonstrated com-
parable validation rates with CIRI and find_circ, suggesting that
the more sensitive CircRNAFisher identified many more potential
circRNAs.

Genomic features of the identified CircRNAs
We next investigated the genomic features of the detected
circRNAs. To enable a robust analysis, we focused on the
1625 selected circRNAs that were highly expressed and contained
consistent BSJs according to UCSC gene annotation. The vast
majority of the circular spliced exons were located in the middle of
the UCSC genes, while only a fraction of the circularly spliced
exons was of the first or the last exons of the corresponding genes
(Fig. 8a). Interestingly, the number of exons in the circRNAs
appeared to follow a negative binomial distribution, with a P-value
of 9.4e−14 by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test [29], suggesting that
multiple exons were the dominant form of circRNAs (Fig. 8b).
Moreover, the lengths of these exons in multi-exon circRNAs were
much shorter than the exons from the single-exon circRNAs
(Fig. 8c). Similar to previously reported results [16], there were, on
average, 4 Alu elements in the flanking convergent (Fig. 8d) or
divergent introns (Fig. 8e). Finally, we confirmed that the flanking
introns of circRNAs were much longer than the randomly selected
introns (Fig. 8f), which was consistent with previously reported
results [11, 16].

DISCUSSION
The increasing interest in circRNAs has inspired the development
of numerous circRNA identification algorithms, and a thorough
comparison of 11 circRNA identification algorithms was recently
published [22]. The authors analyzed the respective algorithms
and proposed that additional care should be taken in the
validation of long circRNAs because long circRNAs are more
prone to unspecific RNAseR decay. The general recommendation
provided in their paper is to combine two or more prediction
algorithms to compensate the respective weaknesses and
minimize the overall false positives.
There are several novel improvements of CircRNAFisher over

the existing methods. First, CircRNAFisher calculates the P-values
for the identified circRNAs, which provides a statistically principled
metric to select circRNAs for downstream validation and biological
function analysis. Second, CircRNAFisher is the first circRNA
detection method that combines the BSJ overlapping reads
and the discordant BSJ spanning reads. We would like to point out
that the discordant BSJ spanning reads alone did not determine
the exact BSJ sites, therefore they did not improve the variety
of the circRNAs. Instead, by assisting the BSJ overlapping reads,
this approach led to an improved sensitivity for circRNA
identification over the existing methods, which typically only
consider the BSJ overlapping reads. This capability is especially
important for the detection of circRNAs when only limited
sequencing data is available. Finally, the CircRNAFisher pipeline
consisted of a series of tunable statistical filters, which allowed for
the flexible detection of circRNAs.

Fig. 6 Performance comparison of CircRNAFisher, CIRI and find_circ. a Venn diagram showing the circRNAs identified by CircRNAFisher and
CIRI using the RNase R+ HeLa data (SRR1636985). b Venn diagram showing the circRNAs identified by CircRNAFisher and CIRI using the RNase
R- HeLa data (SRR1637089). c Venn diagram showing the circRNAs identified by CircRNAFisher, CIRI and find_circ using an ENCODE dataset
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We performed a thorough evaluation of CircRNAFisher by
comparing it with two established methods using simulated data,
RNA-Seq data from three different cell lines, and RNase R treated/
untreated data. Furthermore, we experimentally validated
selected circRNAs, including those with low prediction scores, to
enable a relatively unbiased evaluation. This setup allowed for a
systematic evaluation of CircRNAFisher. The evaluation results
demonstrated that CircRNAFisher robustly identified circRNAs
(Fig. 3b) and identified a significantly higher number of expressed
circRNAs at a relatively low sequencing depth (Fig. 4b). In
summary, CircRNAFisher represents an improved circRNA identi-
fication pipeline that may be of great value to the circRNA
research community.

Software availability
CircRNAFisher is freely available at https://github.com/
duolinwang/CircRNAFisher.
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Table 3. Candidate circRNAs for experimental validation

Gene Chr Start End Junction number Algorithm HeLa A549

RPL37A 2 217363992 217366181 621 CIRI Y ND

UBAP2 9 33956076 33963789 5 CIRI N ND

ZNF674 X 46381401 46382560 3 CIRI Y ND

intergenic 2 184181482 184198937 3 CIRI Y ND

FIRRE X 130917914 130919286 2 CIRI Y ND

TVAS5 M 1683 1903 146 Our pipeline Y ND

PPIA 7 44839332 44840969 3 Our pipeline Y ND

NOTCH1 9 139400230 139405227 2 Our pipeline Y ND

DNAJB6 7 157155854 157160177 2 Our pipeline Y ND

SMARCC1 3 47676679 47719801 2 Our pipeline Y ND

MT-RNR2 M 2823 2987 535 CIRI ND Y

intergenic 8 145318594 145487599 9 CIRI ND Y

STRAP 12 16036016 16036610 7 CIRI ND Y

MYLK 3 123356917 123368041 5 CIRI ND Y

TLE4 9 82227570 82268990 4 CIRI ND Y

SNORA23 11 9450311 9450497 1114 Our pipeline ND Y

SLC25A5 X 118604355 118605211 6 Our pipeline ND Y

ZNF839 14 102792321 102798183 5 Our pipeline ND Y

USB1 16 58054478 58054591 4 Our pipeline ND N

SSBP2 5 80911291 81006587 3 Our pipeline ND Y

AKR1B10 7 134222331 134260679 1670 Find_circ ND Y

MRAC2 1 220928288 220960561 17 Find_circ ND Y

NPLOC4 17 79524090 79524235 8 Find_circ ND Y

MALAT1 11 65268146 65268290 6 Find_circ ND Y

G3BP2 4 76569589 76569704 4 Find_circ ND Y

BHLHE40 3 5025081 5025175 3 Find_circ ND Y

WIBG 12 56295407 56295563 3 Find_circ ND Y

FARS2 6 5693540 5694292 2 Find_circ ND Y

ZNF426 19 9645863 9727847 2 Find_circ ND Y

FEM1B 15 68582309 68582406 2 Find_circ ND Y

Fig. 7 PCR validation of 30 circRNA candidates identified
by CircRNAFisher, CIRI and find_circ. a Validation results of
CIRI. b Validation results of Find_circ. c Validation results of
CircRNAFisher
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